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Abstract

This paper describes the calibration process for the Solar Backscatter Ultraviolet
(SBUV) Version 8.6 (V8.6) ozone data product. Eight SBUV instruments have flown on
NASA and NOAA satellites since 1970, and a continuous data record is available since
November 1978. The accuracy of ozone trends determined from these data depends5

on the calibration and long-term characterization of each instrument. V8.6 calibration
adjustments are determined at the radiance level, and do not rely on comparison of
retrieved ozone products with other instruments. The primary SBUV instrument char-
acterization is based on prelaunch laboratory tests and dedicated on-orbit calibration
measurements. We supplement these results with “soft” calibration techniques using10

carefully chosen subsets of radiance data and information from the retrieval algorithm
output to validate each instrument’s calibration. The estimated long-term uncertainty
in albedo is approximately ±0.8–1.2 % (1σ) for most of the instruments. The overlap
between these instruments and the Shuttle SBUV (SSBUV) data allows us to intercal-
ibrate the SBUV instruments to produce a coherent V8.6 data set covering more than15

32 yr. The estimated long-term uncertainty in albedo is less than 3 % over this period.

1 Introduction

Satellite instruments using the backscattered ultraviolet (buv) measurement technique
have produced global total column ozone and stratospheric profile ozone data on
a daily basis for more than 40 yr. The Backscattered Ultraviolet (BUV) instrument flew20

on the Nimbus-4 satellite from April 1970 to May 1977, although the data quality and
sampling from this instrument is significantly reduced after mid-1972 (Stolarski et al.,
1997). The Solar Backscatter Ultraviolet (SBUV) instrument on the Nimbus-7 satellite
operated from November 1978 to June 1990 (Heath et al., 1975), and seven follow-on
SBUV/2 instruments flown on NOAA polar-orbiting satellites have collected ozone data25

from March 1985 to the present (Frederick et al., 1986). Figure 1 shows a timeline of
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these instruments. Note that four SBUV/2 instruments are currently operational. Data
from the NOAA-19 SBUV/2 (launched February 2009) and NPP Ozone Mapping and
Profiling Suite (OMPS, launched October 2011) instruments are not discussed here,
but are expected to be available in the future. In the remainder of this paper, we will
use “SBUV” as a generic term for all of the buv instruments, with specific reference to5

individual instruments where appropriate.
Accurate instrument calibration is necessary to produce high quality ozone data for

comparison with other measurements (Fioletov et al., 2006), for use in data assimi-
lation systems (Stajner et al., 2004), and for long-term trend analysis (e.g., Stolarski
and Frith, 2006; Terao and Logan, 2007). Characterization of each SBUV instrument10

is intended to use specifically designed measurements in the laboratory and on-orbit,
including an on-board mercury lamp and solar irradiance measurements, to estab-
lish the long-term calibration. Specific aspects of the V8.6 retrieval algorithm output
and carefully chosen Earth radiance measurements (restricted by viewing conditions,
scene brightness, etc.) can also be used to validate instrument performance. We com-15

bine some of these techniques into a “soft” calibration procedure that improves the
accuracy and inter-instrument agreement of the V8.6 ozone product.

The focus of this paper is a description of the overall calibration process used to cre-
ate the SBUV V8.6 ozone data sets. Discussion of the V8.6 algorithm is given in Bhar-
tia et al. (2012), and an overview of the V8.6 results is given in McPeters et al. (2012).20

A key point of our work is that all calibration adjustments discussed for both spectral
and temporal variations are derived and applied at the radiance level, rather than being
determined from ozone values or other retrieved quantities. The general similarity of
design between all of these instruments means that there are many common elements
and themes in the calibration process. Nevertheless, there are also many unique cir-25

cumstances that arise when characterizing the behavior of 8 different instruments over
a 40-yr time period. The online supplement to this paper gives many additional de-
tails about the implementation of our calibration process for each instrument, including
a comprehensive evaluation of measurement uncertainties.
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2 Characterization of time dependence

SBUV instruments measure backscattered terrestrial radiance at 12 discrete wave-
lengths between 252–340 nm that are selected to characterize the ozone profile from
the surface through the upper stratosphere. Regular solar irradiance measurements
are also taken (typically weekly) at these wavelengths to provide long-term calibration5

information (Frederick et al., 1986). Solar activity variations at mid-UV wavelengths
can be accurately estimated using the Mg II index and scale factors (DeLand and Ce-
bula, 1993), which is available on a daily basis. The ratio of radiance and irradiance
values (defined as directional albedo= I/F ) is the key measured quantity needed for
the ozone profile retrieval algorithm. We therefore want to characterize and remove all10

instrumental effects in the albedo values.
We define the albedo for operational use as the ratio of the observed radiance to the

daily solar irradiance, or

A(λ,t) = I(λ,t)/F (λ,t). (1)

The measured radiances incorporate time-dependent variations due to instrument re-15

sponse changes, solar activity, and real geophysical variations. A key design feature of
SBUV instruments is that the only mechanical difference in the optical path between ra-
diance and irradiance measurements is the use of a diffuser plate needed to direct solar
irradiance into the nadir-viewing instrument aperture. This feature allows monochro-
mator throughput changes and solar activity variations to be cancelled out in the re-20

ported albedo values. The raw signal levels for radiance and irradiance measurements
at a given wavelength can differ by factors of 103 or more, so that accurate characteri-
zation of photomultiplier tube (PMT) gain is also required. Thus, once on-orbit changes
in diffuser reflectivity and PMT gain are accurately characterized and corrected, the re-
maining variation in the solar irradiance measurements can be attributed to instrument25

sensitivity changes, corresponding to monochromator throughput changes. Hilsenrath
et al. (1995) discussed this characterization process for the NOAA-11 SBUV/2 instru-
ment. Due to the failure of the NOAA-11 solar diffuser in October 1994, an alternate
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approach was developed to characterize additional long-term instrument changes after
this date, and that approach has been employed for other SBUV/2 instruments as well.
We describe both approaches in the following sections.

2.1 Onboard diffuser reflectivity method

The reflectivity of the SBUV solar diffuser changes on-orbit as contaminants are dark-5

ened due to solar exposure. The Nimbus-4 BUV diffuser was exposed constantly during
its mission, and darkened so quickly that the solar measurements could not be used
for long-term calibration (Heath and Heany, 1974). The Nimbus-7 SBUV diffuser was
exposed only during solar measurements, but did not have an independent system to
track diffuser reflectivity changes. These changes were evaluated empirically by Ce-10

bula et al. (1988) based on variations in the rate of solar diffuser exposure, but this
result was later shown by Herman et al. (1990) to underestimate instrument sensitiv-
ity changes. For the SBUV/2 instruments, an on-board calibration system was imple-
mented to track relative changes in diffuser reflectivity using a mercury lamp (Weiss
et al., 1991). The instrument alternately views the mercury lamp radiance directly and15

reflected off the solar diffuser during a calibration sequence, and the ratio of these sig-
nals at various emission lines in the Hg spectrum between 185 nm and 405 nm is used
to track spectral and temporal changes in diffuser reflectivity. Short-term lamp stability
problems prevented the use of these data for NOAA-9 SBUV/2, but the performance of
the system was improved for subsequent SBUV/2 instruments.20

Figure 2 shows an example of the diffuser reflectivity data at 254 nm for NOAA-
16 SBUV/2. Variations in the position of the mercury lamp discharge arc from one
calibration sequence to the next can introduce offsets into the lamp output, and thus
into the derived diffuser reflectivity. However, regular changes of 0.5–1.0 % caused by
the alternating polarity of the Hg lamp power supply (implemented for later SBUV/225

instruments) can be characterized and corrected. The deployment mechanisms for
the mercury lamp and the diffuser plate have a ±1 step uncertainty in position that
can also lead to a shift in the derived diffuser reflectivity for a given sequence. These
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errors produce wavelength-independent effects in the reflectivity values, and thus can
be identified and corrected. The observed diffuser reflectivity changes at the Hg emis-
sion line wavelengths are fit with a smooth function of diffuser exposure time (either
linear or exponential) to minimize the impact of short-term fluctuations. Diffuser re-
flectivity changes are then interpolated to ozone measurement wavelengths for oper-5

ational use. When the onboard calibration system is fully operational (e.g., NOAA-16,
2001–2008), the estimated long-term calibration accuracy determined by this proce-
dure is approximately ±0.1 % yr−1. Note that NOAA-16 diffuser degradation updates
were halted in mid-2008 when the satellite orbit drift led to significant Earthshine con-
tamination in the diffuser view measurements. The diffuser degradation correction has10

been extrapolated during the 2008–2011 period, and we expect to resume useful on-
board calibration measurements with this instrument in 2012.

2.2 Snow/ice radiance method

An alternative approach to determining long-term instrument sensitivity changes is to
identify a stable terrestrial reference target that can be used with radiance measure-15

ments. This approach is only practical for SBUV instruments at long wavelengths, due
to significant ozone absorption effects at wavelengths shorter than 340 nm. The large
field of view (approximately 170 km×170 km for a SBUV/2 instrument at the surface)
limits the number of potential locations for such an analysis. The Antarctic plateau
offers high surface reflectivity from snow and ice-covered surfaces, minimal contami-20

nation due to clouds and aerosols, and low terrain height variations to minimize surface
bi-directional reflectance distribution function (BRDF) effects. Additional discussion of
this technique for satellite UV instruments can be found in Jaross and Krueger (1993),
Huang et al. (2003), and Jaross and Warner (2008). While this approach is also applied
to measurements of Greenland, the results of the analysis are more uncertain due to25

the smaller observation region and the increased possibility of aerosol contamination.
Thus, the statistical weight of the Greenland data is very low in the SBUV long-term
calibration analysis.
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Details of the implementation of the snow/ice radiance analysis technique for SBUV/2
instruments are given in Huang et al. (2003), and we summarize key points of this
approach here.

1. The analysis uses measurements at the longest SBUV/2 discrete mode wave-
length (340 nm), where the atmospheric ozone absorption effect is small (<5 %)5

and easy to correct. The measured signal is corrected for instrument behavior
(electronic offset, non-linearity, thermal sensitivity, PMT gain change) and con-
verted to radiance.

2. The measurement sampling within the defined region of Antarctica (shown in
Fig. 3) varies from day to day due to shifting of the satellite orbit track, so data10

are averaged in approximately weekly (quarter-month) increments for analysis
using 1◦ solar zenith angle (SZA) bins.

3. A nominal reference year is chosen to define seasonal variations in snow/ice ra-
diance due to SZA variations and surface BRDF effects. Ratios of the radiances
at the same SZA and same time of year are computed. This short-term structure15

is then removed from the snow/ice data for all summer seasons.

4. We estimate sensitivity changes during this reference year using a linear fit to the
average radiance change for the preceding and following years.

5. A weighted least squares regression is used to construct a smooth fit to all data
points to derive the long-term sensitivity change at 340 nm (see Fig. 4). Note that20

the Greenland data are consistent with the linear fit in this example, even though
they have relatively little weight due to the larger statistical noise. In some cases,
multiple linear segments are fit to the data and temporally smoothed, and a final
continuous function is then created to represent the sensitivity change.

6. Solar irradiance data (corrected for diffuser reflectivity changes as described25

in Sect. 2.1) then provides the spectral dependence of instrument sensitivity
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changes. We adjust the solar-based sensitivity change at 340 nm to match the
snow/ice radiance result, and then apply this adjustment to the observed time se-
ries variations at each ozone wavelength. This process allows us to transfer the
snow/ice results at 340 nm to all SBUV wavelengths.

The scatter of averaged and deseasonalized snow/ice samples within a given sea-5

son is approximately ±0.5 %. While this is somewhat less precise than the solar mea-
surements on short time scales, experience has shown that most instrument sensitivity
changes have a smooth time dependence over multi-year time periods, so that a sim-
ple functional form can be used to characterize the instrument changes represented in
snow/ice data. The estimated long-term uncertainty of the fit shown in Fig. 4 is ∼0.2 %10

at the end of 2008, which includes both statistical uncertainties and possible errors in
the choice of the functional form. This method does have an advantage compared to
the solar-based approach in that mercury lamp behavior, diffuser goniometry effects,
and diffuser system performance do not come into play.

The NOAA-11 SBUV/2 diffuser mechanism failed in October 1994, terminating the15

solar measurements and on-board calibration system measurements. NOAA-11 data
collection stopped in April 1995 following the launch of NOAA-14, and did not resume
again until July 1997, although the SBUV/2 instrument operated continuously during
this time. In order to make an extension of the long-term calibration across this gap, we
assume that the throughput change has an exponential dependence on accumulated20

optical surface contaminants (Stewart et al., 1989). We then used the spectral depen-
dence determined from the on-board calibration system in 1993–1994, and represent
the sensitivity change as

S(λ,t) = S(λ0,t)∧ [ln(S1(λ,t1))/ ln(S1(λ0,t1))] (t > t1) (2)

λ0 = 340 nm25

t1 =December 1994
S(λ0,t)=Sensitivity change at λ0 from snow/ice analysis
S1(λ,t1)=Sensitivity change at λ normalized to snow/ice analysis results at t1
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This approach reduces the NOAA-11 calibration uncertainty from the results previously
presented in Huang et al. (2003).

2.3 Other time-dependent corrections

2.3.1 Interrange gain ratio

The SBUV/2 instrument uses three electronic gain ranges to measure radiance signals5

over six orders of magnitude, as shown in Fig. 5. Range 1 and Range 2 signals are
read from the PMT anode, while Range 3 signals can be read from either the anode
or cathode (see Supplement for details). These gain ranges are read out simultane-
ously and have some overlap in dynamic range, so that selected measurements can
give valid data in two gain ranges simultaneously. DeLand et al. (2001) discusses this10

capability in more detail. Since the PMT cathode is not expected to change response
over time, we can therefore use the ratio between Range 2 PMT anode and Range 3
PMT cathode signals (IRR23) as a means to track time-dependent changes in PMT
gain. While the overall PMT gain change can vary from 7 % to 25 % over the lifetime of
each instrument, we can characterize this change to ∼0.2 % accuracy.15

2.3.2 Goniometry

The reflectivity of the solar diffuser has a significant angular dependence at the high
incidence angles (θ=55◦–80◦) used for SBUV/2 irradiance measurements. A gonio-
metric correction is derived from prelaunch calibration data and applied during the pro-
cessing of these measurements. The spectral dependence of this correction is weak20

over the ozone measurement wavelength range (less than 1 %), and is characterized
using special observations during the on-orbit validation period. However, as the on-
orbit azimuth angle changes with time due to satellite orbit drift, errors in the prelaunch
goniometric correction frequently appear that can introduce time-dependent errors into
the solar irradiance values. These errors have a distinct seasonal variation, and can be25
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characterized using on-orbit data, as demonstrated by Hilsenrath et al. (1995). We re-
quire this correction to reduce the goniometry errors to <0.5 % to avoid any impact on
the derived time-dependent instrument characterization. The impact on the sensitivity
fit is <0.3 % when this goal is achieved.

2.4 Long-term calibration performance and validation5

The long-term SBUV/2 instrument characterization results obtained using the snow/ice
radiance technique are generally comparable to results derived from the on-board cal-
ibration system at 340 nm. The agreement between these methods is excellent (within
∼0.5 %) for NOAA-14 and NOAA-16, so the calibration system results are used for
V8.6 processing. Larger differences of 2–3 % in 340 nm sensitivity change between10

onboard calibration and snow/ice radiance results during the first year of operations
were observed for NOAA-11, NOAA-17, and NOAA-18. Comparison of equatorial ra-
diance measurements at 252–288 nm using the C-σ technique described by McPeters
(1980), which assumes an exponentially varying ozone profile above 3 hPa, gives sim-
ilar sensitivity changes to the ice radiance results during early operations for NOAA-15

17 and NOAA-18. This consistency between short wavelength and long wavelength
results implies wavelength-independent calibration errors, as discussed in Sect. 2.1.
These results were validated by comparison with the concurrent NOAA-16 observa-
tions. Thus, the snow/ice results have been adopted for V8.6 processing of NOAA-17
and NOAA-18 data.20

The online supplement to this article presents additional discussion of SBUV in-
strument time-dependent characterization and estimated uncertainty values. The esti-
mated relative albedo uncertainty at the end of the data record for NOAA-11 through
NOAA-18 is approximately ±0.8–1.2 % (1σ) at all wavelengths. Earlier SBUV instru-
ments did not have on-board calibration data, either because no system existed25

(Nimbus-4 BUV and Nimbus-7 SBUV) or because of performance problems (NOAA-9
SBUV/2). The long-term characterization procedures used for these instruments are
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discussed in more detail in the online supplement. These instruments (particularly
NOAA-9) have larger estimated time-dependent uncertainty values.

3 Absolute calibration

The SBUV instruments undergo radiometric tests before launch in both radiance and
irradiance configuration. The radiance measurements use an external flat plate dif-5

fuser to illuminate the instrument aperture, whereas the irradiance measurements use
the solar diffuser for this purpose. For SBUV/2 instruments, all laboratory sources are
directly traceable to NIST reference standards. The estimated accuracy of these irra-
diance sources is ∼2–3 % (2σ) at 340 nm (Walker et al., 1987). However, since the
radiance and irradiance calibrations typically use the same lamps, the lamp irradiance10

cancels out in the determination of the prelaunch albedo calibration. The most signifi-
cant element of the albedo calibration then becomes the BRDF of the flat plate diffuser
used for the laboratory radiance calibration. The accuracy and stability of the BRDF
calibration has improved during the SBUV program (Janz et al., 1995; Butler et al.,
2003), and internally illuminated integrating spheres were used for the most recent lab-15

oratory calibrations (Heath et al., 1993). The BRDF spectral precision is approximately
0.5–1.0 % for the most recent SBUV/2 instruments.

3.1 Evaluation of prelaunch calibration

The first step in on-orbit evaluation of the prelaunch albedo calibration is to verify the
reflectance of the solar diffuser prior to use. We found changes less than ±1 % rela-20

tive to prelaunch laboratory data, which is within the uncertainty of a single on-orbit
measurement, so we assumed no change in reflectance. The initial “Day 1” solar ir-
radiance measurement, processed with the laboratory calibration, was then compared
with previous solar reference measurements such as SSBUV (Cebula et al., 1996).
These comparisons showed spectrally dependent differences of 5–10 % for early SBUV25
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instruments (Cebula et al., 1991), and up to 12 % for some recent instruments, sug-
gesting changes in monochromator sensitivity following the final laboratory calibration.
However, since the ozone retrieval algorithm uses albedo values, we can examine
Antarctic snow/ice radiance data at 340 nm to determine if the prelaunch albedo cali-
bration is still valid. The NOAA-17 and NOAA-14 measurements were in good agree-5

ment with previous results from Nimbus-7 TOMS and EarthProbe TOMS, so we made
no change to the laboratory calibration for those instruments. NOAA-16 and NOAA-
18 Antarctic radiance values were 5.7 % and 7.6 % lower than concurrent data from
NOAA-17, respectively. In addition, NOAA-16 and NOAA-18 340 nm measurements
over open ocean selected to give minimum surface reflectivity (Herman et al., 1991)10

produced negative values when processed with the prelaunch calibration. As noted in
Sect. 2.4, similar offsets were also observed in short wavelength radiance comparisons
for these instruments. We therefore applied a wavelength-independent adjustment to
the NOAA-16 and NOAA-18 calibration based on the comparisons at 340 nm with
NOAA-17. This implies that the overall spectral dependence of the prelaunch albedo15

calibration has not changed. We assign an uncertainty of 0.5 % to the albedo calibration
for this adjustment.

Although we can validate the large-scale consistency of the prelaunch albedo cali-
bration, the V8.6 algorithm response to a radiance error in a single channel has a com-
plex dependence on the spectral location of that channel, as well as measurement con-20

ditions such as solar zenith angle and total ozone. Such errors can lead to incorrect
trends in layer ozone time series because of the shift in contribution function location
induced by the drifting orbits of many SBUV/2 instruments. Thus, a careful examina-
tion of possible calibration errors on a channel-by-channel basis using on-orbit data is
required to create the best SBUV ozone product. The following section describes this25

procedure in more detail.
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3.2 Validation and soft calibration

An important part of the V8.6 calibration process is the validation of the Level 2 data
products. We employ a number of specific techniques, which use both carefully se-
lected measurements and information produced by the V8.6 algorithm, to accomplish
this validation. By applying these techniques in a specific sequence, we have devel-5

oped a “soft” calibration procedure (as distinguished from the “hard” calibration based
on laboratory measurements and dedicated in-flight systems) that allows us to eval-
uate spectrally dependent calibration adjustments at a level of accuracy greater than
what laboratory standards can provide.

The first step in the soft calibration procedure is the evaluation of 340 nm radi-10

ance data over snow and ice-covered regions of Antarctica, as described in Sects. 2.2
and 3.1. The NOAA-17 SBUV/2 prelaunch calibration at 340 nm, which is directly tied
to the laboratory standards, was established as the benchmark for the V8.6 data prod-
uct. The NOAA-16 and NOAA-18 calibration values at 340 nm were adjusted to ob-
tain agreement with NOAA-17, and this adjustment was applied to all wavelengths for15

each instrument. NOAA-14 and NOAA-11 calibration adjustments at 340 nm were de-
termined from coincidence analysis with SSBUV underflights, as described further in
Sect. 3.3. NOAA-9 and Nimbus-7 calibration adjustments at 340 nm were determined
from coincidence analysis with NOAA-11.

The next step in the soft calibration procedure is the determination of individual chan-20

nel adjustments for profile ozone retrievals. The V8.6 retrieval algorithm determines an
a priori ozone profile for each measurement using climatology information and an ini-
tial estimate of total column ozone based on B-pair (317.5 nm, 331.2 nm) data, and
then calculates estimated radiances at each wavelength for the observation conditions
of that measurement using a forward model. The differences between measured and25

calculated radiances at each wavelength are called radiance residuals. The profile re-
trieval minimizes the radiance residuals in several iterations. We use the term “final
residuals” to denote the differences between the measurements and the theoretical
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radiance calculated from the converged retrieved ozone profile. These residuals are
typically expressed in terms of N-value units, where N = −100 log10(I/F ), and the
albedo I/F is defined in Eq. (1). The set of consecutive channels to be used for each
individual retrieval, excluding the surface reflectivity channel at 331.2 nm, is determined
automatically based on the slant optical path, which depends on solar zenith angle and5

total ozone. The shortest channel used in V8.6 retrievals is channel 2 (273.5 nm). The
longest channel used in the retrieval can vary from channel 7 (301.9 nm) to channel 10
(317.5 nm), depending on measurement conditions.

If the final residuals for the set of channels used in an ozone profile retrieval are
greater than approximately ±0.1 N-value, then the error is large enough to cause a con-10

flict between the individual channel radiances. This conflict may represent an error in
the prelaunch calibration at one or more wavelengths, an error in the radiative transfer
portion of the retrieval algorithm, measurement noise at one or more wavelengths, or
some combination of these effects. Note that a channel with a non-zero final residual
does not necessarily have a calibration error. The goal of the soft calibration procedure15

is to minimize these conflicts.
The following discussion focuses on the implementation of this technique for the

NOAA-17 SBUV/2 instrument. We typically create weekly average, 5 degree zonal
mean final residual products for this validation step, following the assumption that sta-
tistical averaging will reduce the contribution from measurement noise. Observations20

at equatorial latitudes (corresponding to low total ozone values) and low solar zenith
angles produce the maximum overlap between channel weighting functions. We focus
on low reflectivity scenes to reduce contamination from clouds. Our validation standard
for this analysis is that the average final residual for each channel be smaller than ±0.1
N-value. We found that multiple channels exceeded this threshold when processed25

with the prelaunch radiance calibration. Figure 6 shows an example of the identifica-
tion and correction of radiance errors using this analysis. We select the channel with
the largest final residual discrepancy, and then reprocess the data set with this chan-
nel excluded from the retrieval, using only measurements that satisfy the maximum
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weighting function overlap conditions (Fig. 6a). This special processing yields a larger
average final residual for the excluded channel, which corresponds to an adjustment
relative to the initial calibration. This analysis is repeated for any additional channels
with final residuals that exceed the threshold, as shown in Fig. 6b. When all individual
channel adjustments determined through this iterative analysis are used together, the5

final residuals calculated from normal ozone processing will be below the ±0.1 N-value
threshold (Fig. 6c). We note that this set of soft calibration adjustments for a specific
instrument such as NOAA-17 is not necessarily unique, and may not exactly corre-
spond to errors of the same sign and magnitude in the prelaunch calibration, since
final residuals can also incorporate radiative transfer calculation errors.10

The preceding discussion can be used to determine calibration adjustments for chan-
nels 2–7. As noted previously, the V8.6 algorithm will automatically extend the wave-
length range for a profile retrieval to use channel 8 (305.8 nm), 9 (312.5 nm), or 10
(317.5 nm) based on measurement conditions. To determine calibration adjustments to
minimize the final residuals for these channels, we first identify a narrow range in lati-15

tude (approximately five degrees) where channel 7 rapidly transitions from consistently
being the longest channel in the profile retrieval to 50 % or less frequency as the longest
channel, based on annual average ozone measurements. The average final residual
for channel 8 within this latitude range is adopted as the calibration adjustment for
that channel. Subsequent intermediate data processing then allows us to repeat this20

analysis for channel 9 (using channel 8 as the longest channel) and channel 10 (using
channel 9 as the longest channel). The procedure described in this section was used to
derive radiance calibration adjustments between −0.6 % and +1.4 % at three channels
(283.1 nm, 292.3 nm, 317.5 nm) for NOAA-17 SBUV/2.

3.3 SSBUV coincidence analysis25

When the SBUV/2 series of instruments was implemented as an operational NOAA
program in the 1980s, it was realized that intercalibrating these instruments would
be essential to constructing an accurate long-term ozone record. One approach to
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intercalibration is to have regular underflights with a reference instrument whose cali-
bration can be carefully tracked before, during, and after each flight. The engineering
model of the SBUV/2 instrument was converted to fly on the Space Shuttle and re-
named Shuttle SBUV (SSBUV) for this purpose (Frederick et al., 1990). Hilsenrath
et al. (1995) describe the use of SSBUV coincidence measurements for calibration of5

NOAA-11 V6 ozone data in detail. For the V8.6 ozone data set, the NOAA-11 cali-
bration was revised based on comparisons with SSBUV-2 and SSBUV-6 data taken in
October 1990 and March 1994, respectively. We then determined calibration adjust-
ments for NOAA-9 and Nimbus-7 data based on coincidence comparisons to these
adjusted NOAA-11 data. In practice, we found that the number of useful samples for10

this analysis (after satisfying geographical and temporal coincidence requirements) is
significantly reduced by the need for steady scene reflectivity in the cloud cover ra-
diometer (CCR) samples taken at 378.6 nm every two seconds during each scan. We
required ∆RCCR < 1 % during the scan for our analysis. This limitation is reflected in the
estimated uncertainty for these coincidence adjustments, which ranges from approxi-15

mately 0.7 % at short wavelengths to 2.0 % at long wavelengths, as shown in Hilsenrath
et al. (1995).

3.4 Intercalibration of instruments

The temporal overlap between SBUV instruments provides an opportunity to intercal-
ibrate these data sets in a continuous chain covering a significant portion of the V8.620

data record. One option is to compare zonal average values in a region with low natu-
ral variability, such as the tropics. However, the drift in satellite Equator-crossing time
for many instruments (shown in Fig. 7) complicates such an analysis. Note that the
onset of rapid orbit drift is delayed for NOAA-16 and subsequent SBUV/2 instruments
as a result of a change in the satellite launch procedure (Price, 1991). Overlapping25

data sets from SBUV instruments typically have a significant difference in local time for
a specified latitude band, which can introduce diurnal variations of 2–8 % into the re-
trieved upper stratospheric ozone profile (Parrish et al., 2007; Haefele et al., 2008). The
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latitude and seasonal dependence of these variations is not sufficiently understood to
adequately simulate and remove this contribution to the observed radiances in simple
zonal mean comparisons.

An alternative approach (for polar-orbiting satellites) is provided by a geographically
restricted method such as the Simultaneous Nadir Overpass (SNO) technique (Cao5

et al., 2004). This technique takes advantage of the fact that polar-orbiting satellites in
Sun-synchronous orbits will have geographic coincidences at high latitudes (70◦–80◦)
in both hemispheres. The frequency of temporal coincidences depends on the orbital
altitude of the two satellites being considered. For our work with SBUV/2 instruments,
which make only daytime measurements, the statistical sampling was improved when10

we selected situations where one instrument is in an ascending node daytime orbit and
the other instrument is in a descending node orbit. This choice results in two sets of
measurements, occurring during local summer in each hemisphere, where our “no local
time difference” (NLTD) requirements are satisfied. We selected measurements from
each satellite taken within 30 min and 1.5◦ in latitude for use in this analysis, and also15

required that the integrated total ozone column from the profiles differ by less than 1.5
Dobson units (DU). We found that Southern Hemisphere NLTD data typically occurred
at higher solar zenith angles than Northern Hemisphere NLTD data, and that Southern
Hemisphere results were significantly noisier when examining the set of measurements
for an entire season. We therefore restricted our intercalibration analysis to Northern20

Hemisphere NLTD data for the creation of this V8.6 data set.
The NOAA-17 data set was selected as a reference, for reasons discussed previ-

ously in Sect. 3.2. Comparisons of NOAA-18 NLTD data to NOAA-17 data for six North-
ern Hemisphere summer seasons between 2005–2010 are shown in Fig. 8. Since there
is no clear temporal signature in these results, we averaged all years together to create25

relative adjustments for NOAA-18 data at channels 2–10. These averaged values are
relatively small, and are less than ±0.2 N-value for all channels. The NLTD adjustments
are then applied in conjunction with the snow/ice adjustment (wavelength-independent)
to create the revised NOAA-18 calibration for V8.6 processing. A similar analysis was
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applied to determine NOAA-16 intercalibration adjustments relative to NOAA-18, using
overlap data from 2002–2010. NOAA-14 intercalibration adjustments were then derived
from NLTD comparisons with adjusted NOAA-16 data during 2001–2005. The intercal-
ibration adjustments for NOAA-14, NOAA-16, and NOAA-18 are shown in Fig. 9.

Extending the NLTD approach to NOAA-11 proved to be difficult, because NOAA-115

and NOAA-16 have only one Southern Hemisphere overlap period in 2000–2001, and
the NOAA-11 overlap period with NOAA-14 in July 1997 had poor data quality. We
therefore used NOAA-11 calibration adjustments based on coincident measurements
with SSBUV, as described in Sect. 3.3. NOAA-9 and Nimbus-7 intercalibration adjust-
ments were then determined from comparisons with adjusted NOAA-11 data. The in-10

tercalibration adjustments for Nimbus-7 and NOAA-9 are shown in Fig. 10. Note that
the Nimbus-7 curve also includes an adjustment to all wavelengths based on 340 nm
snow/ice comparisons. Additional coincidence comparison studies including the early
SBUV instruments have been performed, but the results were not used in the determi-
nation of calibration changes for the V8.6 data product.15

4 Instrument-specific issues

Additional artifacts are observed in some SBUV measurements that only affect one
or more instruments, but nevertheless require significant corrections to the observed
radiances. This section describes the most significant issues and how corrections have
been determined.20

4.1 Hysteresis

The input radiance signal for an SBUV instrument photomultiplier tube (PMT) increases
by four orders of magnitude in approximately 5 min when the instrument first comes out
of darkness on each orbit. If the PMT gain does not respond quickly to this change, an-
ode signals will be lower than expected for such conditions (observed at high Southern25
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Hemisphere latitudes for an instrument in an afternoon Equator-crossing orbit) until
the PMT response stabilizes. The term “hysteresis” is used here to describe this effect
because the PMT current history affects the observed response. PMT cathode signals
are not affected by the hysteresis problem. While this effect can be approximately pa-
rameterized as a function of solar zenith angle, surface conditions with higher or lower5

radiance values along the orbit track (e.g., bright clouds or ice, dark ocean) will also
influence the PMT current history for that orbit, and thus the magnitude of correction
needed.

A previous analysis of this problem was published for NOAA-9 SBUV/2 (DeLand
et al., 2001). Significant effects were only observed shortly after crossing into daylight10

for PMT anode signals (gain ranges 1 and 2). Since PMT cathode data in gain range 3
were not affected, we used interrange ratio data (described in Sect. 2.3.1) to character-
ize the error. The hysteresis effect was characterized as a quadratic function of SZA for
each day, with a maximum radiance correction of ∼2 % at SZA=85◦, decreasing to no
correction at SZA=65◦. For NOAA-11 and subsequent SBUV/2 instruments, on-orbit15

analysis shows <0.5 % maximum hysteresis effect for PMT anode measurements, so
no correction has been applied to these data.

The Nimbus-7 SBUV instrument has a significantly larger hysteresis error (maximum
effect=8–9 %), which affects all measurements because all data from this instrument
were collected from the PMT anode. This error can be characterized using concurrent20

samples collected by a reference photodiode, which was not affected by this PMT prob-
lem. We used the accumulated PMT counts during each orbit as a proxy for PMT anode
current to develop an effective parameterization of the hysteresis effect. The result-
ing correction can reach zero at relatively high latitudes during Southern Hemisphere
summer when early orbit measurements are taken over the bright Antarctic continent25

(Fig. 11a), or extend to the Equator in Southern Hemisphere winter when early orbit
measurements are taken over the much darker ocean (Fig. 11b). The magnitude of
the Nimbus-7 SBUV hysteresis correction also varied over time, with values in 1990
only half as large as those observed in 1979–1980. Figure 12 shows the calculated
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time dependence of the hysteresis correction at a signal level of 10 000 accumulated
counts, which typically corresponded to SZA≈83◦–85◦. The estimated accuracy of this
correction, which is applied equally to all wavelengths for an affected scan, is approxi-
mately 0.5 %.

4.2 Out-of-band stray light5

The terrestrial backscattered radiance increases by four orders of magnitude over
a narrow wavelength range (250–340 nm), as shown in Fig. 5, so that SBUV radiance
measurements at short wavelengths are sensitive to out-of-band (OOB) contamina-
tion from long wavelength signals. The prelaunch test requirement for SBUV/2 instru-
ments only addressed the magnitude of the signal at 200 nm with respect to the sig-10

nal at 400 nm, which all instruments satisfied. However, laboratory data taken through
a skylight show the presence of additional signal in the overall response between 240–
290 nm, as shown in Fig. 13, which is assumed to be caused by signals at longer
wavelengths. This result is confirmed on-orbit by looking at the correlation between
fluctuations in short wavelength albedo, which is expected to change smoothly along15

the orbit, and concurrent surface reflectivity variations, as shown in Fig. 14. In order to
determine the contribution to this contamination signal from nearby wavelengths, we
need a model of the SBUV/2 slit function.

Laboratory measurements of mercury lamps with SBUV/2 instruments show “wings”
surrounding narrow emission lines such as the strong feature at 253.7 nm. We found20

that these wings could be characterized with linear segments (on a logarithmic intensity
scale) of approximately 70 nm nominal length added to the base of the nominal slit
function (triangular bandpass, 1.1 nm full width at half-maximum (FWHM)). This form
is consistent with the OOB error observed in the prelaunch skylight test.

In order to determine an OOB correction function for each instrument, we gener-25

ate an appropriate high resolution radiance spectrum using a synthetic albedo spec-
trum created by the TOMRAD code (Joiner et al., 2004) for specific viewing conditions,
a high resolution solar irradiance spectrum measured by UARS SOLSTICE (Rottman
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et al., 1993), and the spectrally dependent prelaunch radiance sensitivity for that in-
strument. Least squares fitting of this composite spectrum to the skylight data indi-
cated that slightly longer slit function wings were needed, which was confirmed with
on-orbit correlation analysis results. The modified slit function model was then used
to calculate OOB errors for different measurement conditions. The magnitude of the5

OOB error for each scan is parameterized using the observed radiance at 331 nm,
since this wavelength falls within the wings of the modified slit function. Observed CCR
variations within each scan are used to adjust the calculated OOB error magnitude as
necessary for short wavelength channels. Figure 15 shows the spectral dependence
of the OOB error for NOAA-17 SBUV/2 for a high contamination scene (SZA=30◦,10

total ozone=275 DU, reflectivity=80 %). Note that the computed OOB error for radi-
ances at operational wavelengths reaches 14 % at 273 nm for these conditions, then
falls well below 1 % for wavelengths longer than 302 nm. The typical uncertainty in this
calculated error is approximately 0.2 % or less, as discussed in the supplement.

4.3 In-band stray light15

Figure 16 shows the variation of NOAA-17 SBUV/2 273 nm albedo values at SZA>60◦

for July 2002. Northern Hemisphere data show a smooth decrease with increasing
SZA, falling to zero beyond the terminator (SZA=90◦). However, Southern Hemisphere
albedo data increase by ∼20–25 % over a short range (SZA=76◦–78◦), and remain el-
evated on the night side until the satellite passes into Earth shadow at SZA=118◦. The20

onset of this behavior is extremely repeatable in solar zenith angle throughout the year,
which means that the latitude of onset varies with season. The relative magnitude of
the error observed in raw data decreases with increasing wavelength, and is less than
1 % longward of 300 nm. We use the term “in-band stray light” (IBSL) to distinguish this
error from the problem described in Sect. 4.2. The presence of IBSL error at SZA>90◦,25

when the Earth is in shadow but the Sun still illuminates the spacecraft, demonstrates
that the source of the error is the solar signal (as opposed to terrestrial radiance). No
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corresponding errors are seen in concurrent CCR data, indicating that the problem only
affects monochromator measurements.

The NOAA-17 SBUV/2 instrument (FM#6) used a 4-segment depolarizer with glass
elements separated by small air gaps, rather than being in optical contact as with earlier
SBUV/2 instruments. The same design change was made for the FM#5, FM#7, FM#85

instruments flown on the NOAA-14, NOAA-18, and NOAA-19 spacecraft, respectively,
and similar IBSL problems have been observed for each of these instruments. The ba-
sic analysis procedure described below for NOAA-17 SBUV/2 has also been applied
to determine IBSL corrections for the NOAA-14 and NOAA-18 V8.6 ozone data prod-
ucts. The functional form described here can be extrapolated for use in operational10

ozone processing, and is updated annually. A more extensive discussion can be found
in Huang et al. (2012).

To characterize the IBSL problem, we first look at night side data away from the termi-
nator, where Earthshine does not affect the analysis. Measurements at SZA=96◦ and
SZA=108◦ show an approximately linear variation in magnitude with increasing SZA,15

as well as a strong seasonal correlation of this slope with spacecraft-centered solar
azimuth angle (SCSAA). The IBSL error can be separated into time-dependent and
SCSAA-dependent components. Figure 17 shows that the magnitude of the correction
function slope (dIBSL/dSZA)night derived from nightside data generally decreases with
time. Note that because the relative magnitude of the long wavelength IBSL correc-20

tion is very small compared to the radiance signal (∼10−4), the positive change of the
correction early in the NOAA-17 record for these wavelengths is not significant. The
SCSAA dependence can be characterized with a cubic function scaled to each wave-
length. As a result, the normalized slope of the correction, (dIBSL/dSZA)night/IBSL, is
approximately wavelength-independent.25

Extrapolation of the night side IBSL correction functions to the onset of IBSL er-
rors at SZA=75◦ on the day side gave results that did not agree with the observed
radiance errors. We therefore evaluated NOAA-17 day side errors by comparing ini-
tial profile residuals with unaffected NOAA-16 observations, averaged in 0.5◦ latitude
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bands. These data were used to characterize the background albedo variation prior
to the onset of IBSL contamination, and then determine a linear SZA dependence for
both the rising section of albedo data (SZA=76◦–78◦) and the value at SZA=80◦. We
then used a linear fit between the derived IBSL errors at SZA=80◦ and SZA=96◦

to determine the correction function slope (dIBSL/dSZA)day, which is used to calcu-5

late the error throughout this SZA range. Since measurement noise limits this analysis
to shorter wavelengths, we derive the average of (dIBSL/dSZA)day for the four short-
est wavelengths and assume that the normalized correction slope is still wavelength-
independent. We force the day side function to merge with the night side results at
SZA=96◦ to calculate an IBSL correction for all wavelengths.10

We estimate that the uncertainty in the IBSL correction function for each affected
instrument is less than 10 % of the overall correction, so that the uncertainty due to
this correction for short wavelength radiance data (most important for calculating upper
profile ozone) is approximately 1–2 %. This additional uncertainty is only present for
a limited subset of the NOAA-17 measurements where SZA>75◦ is experienced, oc-15

curring above 60◦–65◦ latitude in summer months and extending down to ∼45◦ latitude
in winter months. Note that while NOAA-17 IBSL corrections are applied in the South-
ern Hemisphere, NOAA-18 IBSL corrections are applied in the Northern Hemisphere.
NOAA-14 IBSL effects were observed in the Northern Hemisphere while the satellite
was in an afternoon Equator-crossing orbit, then shifted to the Southern Hemisphere20

when it drifted past the terminator.

4.4 SBUV/2 grating drive errors

The SBUV/2 instruments use a grating drive with an optical encoder to select each
wavelength sequentially during an individual scan. Due to mechanical problems, some
instruments have experienced wavelength selection problems where the indicated25

measurement location differs from the intended value by one or more grating positions
(1GPOS = 0.075nm). The NOAA-9 and NOAA-11 SBUV/2 instruments had relatively
minor grating drive problems that developed later in each instrument’s lifetime, with
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typical errors of ±1–2 GPOS. The NOAA-14 SBUV/2 instrument had more severe grat-
ing drive problems (multiple channels affected, frequent errors of ∆GPOS=±3–4) that
began to appear a few months after launch. These errors halted operations on a few
occasions in 1996 and 1998, and eventually forced the channel 5 wavelength to be
changed from 292.3 nm to 295.0 nm in June 1998. The SBUV/2 grating drive was mod-5

ified after the launch of NOAA-14 to improve its long-term stability. Among more recent
instruments, only NOAA-17 has developed ±1 GPOS errors at channel 12 (339.8 nm),
and these errors have minimal impact on derived ozone values because that channel
is not used in the ozone retrieval.

Grating drive errors are characterized for V8.6 ozone processing by calculating daily10

average errors based on all measurements at each wavelength. The albedo values in
each scan are then corrected for wavelength selection error using interpolation of the
nominal ozone cross-section and solar irradiance spectra. Note that the actual wave-
length for an individual sample may still be in error by up to ±0.5 GPOS (0.038 nm)
because of digitization in the grating drive readout, which could lead to increased er-15

rors in the retrieved ozone profile. The overall impact in the data set of any uncorrected
grating drive errors can depend on the magnitude of the error, the frequency of occur-
rence, and the number and spectral location of the channels affected. The impact of
such uncorrected errors in the ozone product is typically reduced with spatial and/or
temporal averaging.20

4.5 Nimbus-7 chopper non-sync

The Nimbus-7 SBUV chopper wheel began to lose synchronization with the counting
electronics on 13 February 1987. Measurements made after this date were character-
ized by significantly higher noise in each scan. A correction function was developed
based on the coherence of coincident 343 nm photometer data, as described by Glea-25

son and McPeters (1995). This correction decreased monthly average Umkehr layer
ozone standard deviation values by 20–50 %. Nimbus-7 profile ozone data during the
“non-sync” period (1987–1990) do not show a bias relative to the 1978–1986 data.
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However, anomalous profiles are much more likely to occur during this period, and
users should be cautious when examining individual ozone profiles.

5 Overall data set uncertainty and quality

The individual SBUV V8.6 data sets described in this paper can be used to create
a continuous 32-yr ozone data record from 1978 through 2010. The calibration chain5

applied to these data sets is shown in schematic form in Fig. 18. We can define two
groups of data sets, one with calibrations referenced back to NOAA-11, and the other
with calibrations referenced back to NOAA-17. In order to estimate an overall long-term
uncertainty for the V8.6 record, we first examined the overlap period between NOAA-
11 and NOAA-14 during 1998–2000, where different calibration techniques were used10

for each instrument. Applying the NLTD approach discussed in Sect. 3.4 to these mea-
surements produces an average albedo calibration difference of 1.2 (±1.0) % in this
overlap period, with smaller values at shorter wavelengths.

Determining an overall V8.6 data set uncertainty depends in part on how the com-
bined data set is constructed. Table 5.1 presents an arbitrary choice of data sets that15

spans the complete data record, along with the estimated time-dependent albedo un-
certainty values for chan. 2 (273.5 nm) and chan. 11 (331.2 nm) as derived in the on-
line supplement. The NOAA-11 uncertainty values are reduced from those listed in the
supplement because only part of that data record would be used. Including the overlap
uncertainty values as derived above, we calculate an estimated albedo uncertainty of20

2.3 % for chan. 2 and 2.2 % for chan. 11 over the 32-yr data record. This result does
not include the absolute uncertainty for any instrument.

An alternate approach to calculating the overall uncertainty is to begin with the ab-
solute uncertainty values for the NOAA-17 and SSBUV instruments. We extend the
NOAA-17 uncertainty forward to the beginning of the NOAA-14 record using time-25

dependent and NLTD values for NOAA-16 and NOAA-14. We extend the SSBUV un-
certainty forward to the beginning of the Nimbus-7 record using the time-dependent and
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coincidence uncertainty values for NOAA-11 and Nimbus-7. Combining these quanti-
ties gives an estimated albedo uncertainty of 2.8 % for chan. 2 and 2.9 % for chan. 11
over the complete data record. The uncertainty values derived using these different
methods should be viewed as an approximate guide, rather than an exact result to be
used for any merged V8.6 data set.5

There is no single determining factor that defines the “best” choice of SBUV V8.6
data sets to use when more than one instrument is available. In order to provide some
quantitative recommendation as to how to best use V8.6 data in such situations, we
define two parameters from the final residual values to help indicate the relative quality
of the retrieved ozone profile. Res Long represents the range (maximum – minimum) of10

the final residuals for the three longest wavelengths used in a retrieval, and provides in-
formation about the lower portion of the ozone profile. Res Short represents the range
of the final residuals for all shorter wavelengths used in a retrieval, and provides infor-
mation about the upper portion of the ozone profile. We have calculated monthly aver-
age values of Res Long and Res Short averaged between 20◦ S and 20◦ N in order to15

provide a relative assessment of data quality between different instruments. Figure 19
shows the averaged Res Short time series values for all overlapping instruments, and
Fig. 20 shows the corresponding averaged Res Long time series values. A moderate
increase in averaged residual range values is typically observed at SZA>70◦, which
corresponds to terminator-crossing periods for the low latitudes used to create these20

figures. Specific features visible for individual instruments include the onset of Nimbus-
7 chopper non-sync problems in 1987, volcanic eruption effects at long wavelengths in
1982 (El Chichón) and 1991 (Mt. Pinatubo), and NOAA-14 scene brightness change
representation in 1995. NOAA-9 residual range values are frequently higher than over-
lapping instruments, and are not recommended as a primary data choice when other25

measurements are available.
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6 Conclusions

The SBUV V8.6 data set represents ozone data products from 8 different instruments
covering more than 40 yr. We have analyzed prelaunch measurements, on-orbit cal-
ibration system data, and carefully selected operational measurements to produce
radiance-based absolute and time-dependent characterizations of these instruments.5

We supplement the laboratory and on-orbit calibration measurements with “soft” cali-
bration techniques that improve the accuracy of the retrieved ozone profiles. In particu-
lar, we have used soft calibration to determine small absolute adjustments to individual
channels for NOAA-17 that let us use those data as a baseline for intercalibration of
other instruments. Analysis of measurements of Antarctic snow and ice-covered re-10

gions at 340 nm provides instrument sensitivity change information that complements
the solar measurements and on-board diffuser calibration system, and in some cases
yields a better long-term characterization.

The temporal overlap between 7 of these data sets allows us to further inter-calibrate
these instruments to create a continuous 32-yr ozone data record for long-term trend15

studies. The more recent SBUV/2 instruments (NOAA-16, NOAA-17, NOAA-18) have
better data quality than earlier SBUV/2 instruments due to improvements in instrument
design and less orbit drift. We focused on concurrent measurements with no local time
difference between two instruments to develop calibration adjustments that link these
overlapping data sets together. We estimate the long-term uncertainty of the albedo20

values used in the V8.6 retrieval algorithm for a single wavelength to be approximately
3 % or less over the length of this combined data record.

Supplementary material related to this article is available online at:
http://www.atmos-meas-tech-discuss.net/5/5151/2012/
amtd-5-5151-2012-supplement.pdf.25
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Table 1. Long-term albedo uncertainty at selected wavelengths for hypothetical merged V8.6
ozone data set.

Data Set Time Period Channel 2 Uncertainty Channel 11 Uncertainty

Nimbus-7 1978–1989 1.6 % 1.1 %
NOAA-11 1989–1995 0.6 % 0.6 %
NOAA-14 1995–2005 1.1 % 1.1 %
NOAA-17 2005–2010 0.8 % 0.8 %
overlap 1998–2000 0.6 % 1.2 %
RSS Sum 1978–2010 2.3 % 2.2 %
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 1 
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Figure 1.  Timeline of satellite BUV instruments used to measure stratospheric profile and total 3 
column ozone for the V8.6 data set.  Inactive instruments are shown in blue, and operational 4 
instruments are shown in red.  The dashed portion of the Nimbus-4 BUV segment indicates the 5 
significantly reduced data coverage after July 1972. 6 
 7 
 8 

9 

Fig. 1. Timeline of satellite BUV instruments used to measure stratospheric profile and total
column ozone for the V8.6 data set. Inactive instruments are shown in blue, and operational
instruments are shown in red. The dashed portion of the Nimbus-4 BUV segment indicates the
significantly reduced data coverage after July 1972.
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Figure 2. NOAA-16 SBUV/2 diffuser reflectivity data at 253.7 nm derived from the onboard 4 
mercury lamp calibration system.  The solid line is an exponential fit to the data.  Note that some 5 
measurements in late 2006 and after mid-2007, shown by dots, have been excluded from the 6 
analysis due to Earthshine contamination at SZA < 120°. 7 
 8 

9 

Fig. 2. NOAA-16 SBUV/2 diffuser reflectivity data at 253.7 nm derived from the onboard mer-
cury lamp calibration system. The solid line is an exponential fit to the data. Note that some
measurements in late 2006 and after mid-2007, shown by dots, have been excluded from the
analysis due to Earthshine contamination at SZA<120◦.
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 3 
Figure 3. Region of Antarctica used for SBUV/2 snow/ice radiance calibration measurements 4 
(dark outline).  The size of a typical SBUV/2 field of view is shown by the filled square. 5 
 6 

7 

Fig. 3. Region of Antarctica used for SBUV/2 snow/ice radiance calibration measurements
(dark outline). The size of a typical SBUV/2 field of view is shown by the filled square.
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 1 
 2 
Figure 4. NOAA-17 SBUV/2 snow/ice radiance data at 340 nm for characterization of 3 
instrument sensitivity time dependence.  Squares = Antarctic data.  Crosses = Greenland data.  4 
All measurements are normalized to October 2002. 5 

6 

Fig. 4. NOAA-17 SBUV/2 snow/ice radiance data at 340 nm for characterization of instrument
sensitivity time dependence. Squares=Antarctic data. Crosses=Greenland data. All measure-
ments are normalized to October 2002.
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 3 
Figure 5.  Backscattered terrestrial radiance spectrum at ultraviolet wavelengths observed by an 4 
SBUV instrument.  The approximate transition levels between electronic gain ranges are also 5 
shown. 6 

7 

Fig. 5. Backscattered terrestrial radiance spectrum at ultraviolet wavelengths observed by an
SBUV instrument. The approximate transition levels between electronic gain ranges are also
shown.
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 4 

Figure 6.  Determination of individual channel calibration adjustments using final residuals.  All 5 
results are based on NOAA-17 data averaged over the Pacific Ocean and equatorial latitudes, 6 
using only low reflectivity measurements (R < 10%).  (a) Diamonds show residuals with no 7 
adjustments.  Asterisks show residuals when Chan. 3 (283.1 nm) is excluded from retrieval 8 
processing.  (b) Squares show residuals when Chan. 3 calibration is adjusted based on the error 9 
shown in the “excluded” case from Fig. 6a.  Crosses show the residuals when Chan. 5 (292.3 10 
nm) is excluded from this processing.  (c) Triangles show residuals when the calibration for both 11 
Chan. 3 and Chan. 5 is adjusted based on the errors shown in the “excluded” cases. 12 

 13 

 14 
15 

Fig. 6. Determination of individual channel calibration adjustments using final residuals. All re-
sults are based on NOAA-17 data averaged over the Pacific Ocean and equatorial latitudes, us-
ing only low reflectivity measurements (R < 10 %). (a) Diamonds show residuals with no adjust-
ments. Asterisks show residuals when chan. 3 (283.1 nm) is excluded from retrieval processing.
(b) Squares show residuals when chan. 3 calibration is adjusted based on the error shown in
the “excluded” case from Fig. 6a. Crosses show the residuals when chan. 5 (292.3 nm) is ex-
cluded from this processing. (c) Triangles show residuals when the calibration for both chan. 3
and chan. 5 is adjusted based on the errors shown in the “excluded” cases.
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Figure 7.  Time series of Equator-crossing (EC) time for daytime observations for all BUV 3 
instruments through April 2012.  EC times between 12-18 hours (afternoon orbit) correspond to 4 
ascending node daylight measurements.  EC times between 6-12 hours (morning orbit) 5 
correspond to descending node daylight measurements.   Dot-dash lines show when an 6 
instrument transitioned from afternoon orbit to morning orbit. 7 
 8 

9 

Fig. 7. Time series of Equator-crossing (EC) time for daytime observations for all BUV instru-
ments through April 2012. EC times between 12–18 h (afternoon orbit) correspond to ascending
node daylight measurements. EC times between 6–12 h (morning orbit) correspond to descend-
ing node daylight measurements. Dot-dash lines show when an instrument transitioned from
afternoon orbit to morning orbit.
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Figure 8.  NOAA-18 calibration adjustments as a function of wavelength relative to NOAA-17 3 
for the years 2005-2010, as determined using the “no local time difference” (NLTD) method.  4 
Coincident profiles used for this analysis were taken within 1.5° latitude and 30 minutes of each 5 
other, and have no more than 1.5 DU difference in total ozone value.  6 

7 

Fig. 8. NOAA-18 calibration adjustments as a function of wavelength relative to NOAA-17 for
the years 2005–2010, as determined using the “no local time difference” (NLTD) method. Co-
incident profiles used for this analysis were taken within 1.5◦ latitude and 30 min of each other,
and have no more than 1.5 DU difference in total ozone value.
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Figure 9.  Calculated intercalibration adjustments for NOAA-16 and NOAA-18 relative to 4 
NOAA-17, and for NOAA-14 relative to NOAA-16, based on “no local time difference” 5 
coincidence analysis. 6 

7 

Fig. 9. Calculated intercalibration adjustments for NOAA-16 and NOAA-18 relative to NOAA-
17, and for NOAA-14 relative to NOAA-16, based on “no local time difference” coincidence
analysis.
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Figure 10.  Calculated intercalibration adjustments for NOAA-9 and Nimbus-7 relative to 4 
NOAA-11, based on coincidence comparisons at equatorial latitudes.  Note that the Nimbus-7 5 
adjustment also includes a wavelength-independent adjustment of -4% based on Antarctic 6 
snow/ice radiance data. 7 

8 

Fig. 10. Calculated intercalibration adjustments for NOAA-9 and Nimbus-7 relative to NOAA-11,
based on coincidence comparisons at equatorial latitudes. Note that the Nimbus-7 adjustment
also includes a wavelength-independent adjustment of −4 % based on Antarctic snow/ice radi-
ance data.
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Fig. 11. Hysteresis error for Nimbus-7 SBUV reflectivity measurements, plotted as a function
of accumulated counts. The dark tick marks in each panel show the approximate latitude cor-
responding to the indicated signal level. (a) Average values for 3–6 January 1980. (b) Average
values for 29 June–2 July 1980.
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Figure 12.  Time dependence of the Nimbus-7 SBUV hysteresis correction for a signal level of 3 
10,000 accumulated counts.  The functional form used to parameterize the hysteresis correction 4 
is also shown. 5 

6 

Fig. 12. Time dependence of the Nimbus-7 SBUV hysteresis correction for a signal level of
10 000 accumulated counts. The functional form used to parameterize the hysteresis correction
is also shown.
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Fig. 13. Zenith sky radiance observed by the SBUV/2 FM#8 instrument (flown on NOAA-19)
during laboratory testing in October 2000, normalized to the signal at 400 nm. The 12 wave-
lengths used for normal discrete ozone measurements are indicated by filled squares. Repro-
duced from Ball Aerospace (2005) with permission of Ball Aerospace and Technology Corpo-
ration.
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Figure 14.  Scatter plot of NOAA-17 uncorrected albedo deviations from zonal average at 273.5 4 
nm vs. concurrent CCR measurements.  Data are shown for 2 July 2003. 5 
 6 

7 

Fig. 14. Scatter plot of NOAA-17 uncorrected albedo deviations from zonal average at 273.5 nm
vs. concurrent CCR measurements. Data are shown for 2 July 2003.
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Figure 15.  Calculated out-of-band (OOB) contamination for NOAA-17 SBUV/2 at solar zenith 3 
angle = 30°, total ozone = 275 DU, reflectivity = 80%.  The 12 wavelengths used for normal 4 
discrete ozone measurements are indicated by asterisks.  The inset panel expands the 290-310 5 
nm wavelength region. 6 

7 

Fig. 15. Calculated out-of-band (OOB) contamination for NOAA-17 SBUV/2 at solar zenith
angle=30◦, total ozone=275 DU, reflectivity=80 %. The 12 wavelengths used for normal
discrete ozone measurements are indicated by asterisks. The inset panel expands the 290–
310 nm wavelength region.
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Figure 16.  NOAA-17 SBUV/2 uncorrected radiance data for July 2002 at 273.6 nm and solar 3 
zenith angle > 60° for Northern Hemisphere measurements (blue) and Southern Hemisphere 4 
measurements (red).  The onset of the in-band stray light (IBSL) error is evident at SZA = 76°-5 
78° in the Southern Hemisphere.  The satellite passes into the Earth’s shadow at SZA = 117° 6 
while orbiting at an altitude of 810 km. 7 
 8 
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Fig. 16. NOAA-17 SBUV/2 uncorrected radiance data for July 2002 at 273.6 nm and solar
zenith angle >60◦ for Northern Hemisphere measurements (blue) and Southern Hemisphere
measurements (red). The onset of the in-band stray light (IBSL) error is evident at SZA=76◦–
78◦ in the Southern Hemisphere. The satellite passes into the Earth’s shadow at SZA=117◦

while orbiting at an altitude of 810 km.
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Figure 17.  Time dependence of linear slope (dIBSL/dSZA)night characterizing solar zenith angle 3 
dependence of NOAA-17 IBSL error on the night side.  All values have been normalized to the 4 
initial results derived in August 2002.  The seasonal variation in slope due to orbital change has 5 
been removed. 6 
 7 

8 

Fig. 17. Time dependence of linear slope (dIBSL/dSZA)night characterizing solar zenith angle
dependence of NOAA-17 IBSL error on the night side. All values have been normalized to the
initial results derived in August 2002. The seasonal variation in slope due to orbital change has
been removed.
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 3 
Figure 18.  Schematic diagram of calibration flow for SBUV instruments represented in V8.6 4 
ozone product (except Nimbus-4 BUV). 5 

6 

Fig. 18. Schematic diagram of calibration flow for SBUV instruments represented in V8.6 ozone
product (except Nimbus-4 BUV).
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Figure 19.  Time series of final residual range for the shortest wavelengths used in the V8.6 4 
profile ozone retrieval (Res_Short).  All values are averaged over each month and 20°S–20°N 5 
latitude. 6 
 7 

8 

Fig. 19. Time series of final residual range for the shortest wavelengths used in the V8.6 profile
ozone retrieval (Res Short). All values are averaged over each month and 20◦ S–20◦ N latitude.
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Figure 20.  Time series of final residual range for the three longest wavelengths used in the V8.6 4 
profile ozone retrieval (Res_Long).  All values are averaged over each month and 20°S–20°N 5 
latitude. 6 
 7 
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Fig. 20. Time series of final residual range for the three longest wavelengths used in the V8.6
profile ozone retrieval (Res Long). All values are averaged over each month and 20◦ S–20◦ N
latitude.
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